Titanium bikes ON LOCATION

ON TEST
1

PRETORIUS OUTENIQUA
£4,632 (£2,200 frameset)
2

ENIGMA EVADE Ti
£3,099
3

PRECIOUS
METAL
For decades, a titanium frame was the thing of bike riders’
dreams. But does Ti still have its place in 2015? We took
three lustworthy builds to the New Forest to find out
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MOOTS VAMOOTS CR
£2,995 frameset only

J

ust like that, it changes. One day the
country is gripped by winter, the
next, summer has erupted, drowning
the landscape in colour, warmth and
light. Where’s spring? Who cares –
let’s make the most of the sun while it lasts.
After last month’s frigid ride in Cromer, we
decided to head south in pursuit of spring and
good roads on which to ride three luxurious
titanium bikes. Arriving in Beaulieu in the
heart of the New Forest National Park, it was
clear that we’d got lucky. With clear blue
skies, temperatures hovering in the low 20s
and three dream bikes from Moots, Pretorius
and Enigma, we were set for a good day.
Twenty years ago, titanium was the
material everyone dreamed of. It lasts forever,
has the weight of aluminium and the magical
ride quality of steel, and because it’s such
a hard-wearing material, it doesn’t need to
be painted. Ti frames are left raw because
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Beautiful to look at and ride – and reassuringly expensive

BEST

IN TEST

they can be – flaunting their DNA as well as
the rider’s wealth and good taste. Titanium:
it’s not just a bike, it’s an investment, and a
statement. That’s the way we felt back then.
Tour de France riders such as Alex Zülle
and Richard Virenque rode Ti, not their
standard Peugeot bikes. Lance Armstrong
even rode a re-badged Litespeed titanium
time-trial bike for the first of his Tour wins
in 1999. Yeah, they were all dopers, but their
choice of bikes was first-rate.
But things have changed. Twenty years
ago, the choice was steel or aluminium, with
titanium somewhere up in the stratosphere.
Now, carbon fibre has become the default,
and whether you’re after low weight or super
stiffness, comfort or exclusivity – carbon
has the market sewn up. And yet, for riders in
the know, titanium still holds an allure.
‘I chose titanium because back in the 1990s
I rode a friend’s titanium Colnago, one of the
ones that was made in Russia, and I loved it,’
says Jean-Claude Pretorius, who supplied the
Pretorius Outeniqua we’re riding here. ‘When
I stopped racing, I always knew I wanted to go
back to using titanium – it’s an awesome metal
to use, the way it ages and the way it rides.’
It’s a story that’s echoed among riders
and builders alike. Carbon is seen as sterile,
efficient; titanium as organic, magical. It’s
nonsense, but you can’t argue with dogma.
Beautiful Beaulieu

Price £4,632 as tested,
£2,200 frameset only
Best points
Lightweight and stiff where it
needs to be, the Outeniqua feels
immediately racy. Pressfit BB30
and a 44mm head tube are versatile
standards and with Di2 routing, it’s
pretty much future proof.
Worst points
No inline seatpost to complement
the aggressive riding position.
Overall
Attention to detail is impressive,
right down to the way the bars are
taped and finished with electrical
tape. At £1,100, the Reynolds carbon
wheels are a luxury, but feel reliable
for everyday use and the braking
performance is excellent. £2,200
for the frame and fork with a Chris
King headset is reasonable, given
the headset is widely regarded as
the best, much like the Enve fork.
We found ourselves sitting a little
further behind the bottom bracket
than we’d expect. A measured
seat angle of 72.5 degrees is the
reason, and something we’d have
worked around with an inline
seatpost. With all components
specified by the customer under
the guidance of Pretorius, that’s
something you’d choose for yourself
in the shop along with a fitting. Be
warned though, this is a frame that
warrants a pricey build kit.
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Size tested 54
Rider height 5ft 10in (178cm)
Frame 3Al/2.5V Double butted
titanium, 44mm head tube,
PF-BB30, Chris King headset
Fork Enve tapered
carbon fork
Wheels Reynolds
Attack carbon
Tyres Continental
GP3000S, 25c
Groupset Shimano Ultegra
Handlebars Fizik
Stem Fizik
Seatpost Fizik
Saddle Tune Speedneedle
Weight 7.74kg
Contact pretoriusbikes.com

Rating
FRAME

COMPONENTS
THE WHEELS

We start our ride in Beaulieu, home to
the National Motor Museum, and head
immediately south, towards the sea. Jon has
forgotten to bring a pedal spanner to secure
his Speedplay pedals, so the first few miles

WE START OUR RIDE IN
BEAULIEU AND HEAD
SOUTH TO THE SEA.
FORTUNATELY THE
ROADS ARE QUIET

are taken tentatively while we keep our eyes
peeled for any likely-looking soul who might
have some proper tools to hand. We see the
sea when we arrive in Lepe, and it’s busy.
It may only be a Thursday in April, but a
combination of school holidays and blazing
sunshine means the car park is packed.
Fortunately, the roads aren’t.
We fail to find a spanner, but by the time
we remember, the pedals have tightened
themselves up sufficiently (thanks to the
pedalling torque) to cause no issues. Which
is lucky, as by now we’re testing the bikes
properly, sprinting for signs and launching
unprovoked (and frankly, unnecessary)

START/FINISH

3



PRETORIUS OUTENIQUA

1

2

4

1

THE ROUTE

DISTANCE: 90.1km CLIMBING: 720m
TIME: 3.5-4.5hrs
GPS TRACK: strava.com/routes/2183238
Head east out of Beaulieu past the ponds
and up the hill. At the hilltop junction, turn
right, then right again. In Exbury, take the
right turn heading straight, and follow it
round past the beach [1]. Go through
Langley and Blackfield, then left back to
Beaulieu [2]. Here, turn right (signposted
Lyndhurst), passing the Motor Museum.
In Lyndhurst, follow the one-way system,
taking Chapel Lane. Onto the A35 for
100m to the Swan Inn, then right toward
Emery Down. Turn left at the New Forest
Inn, signposted Borderwood, and follow
the road safely under the A31 and through
to Linwood [3]. Turn left and start riding
into Ringwood, then work your way onto
the B3347, southbound. At the Texaco
garage, turn left, then first right onto Long
Lane, following the route to Bransgore. Go
through the village, then left onto Harrow
Lane, then left twice more to take the A35
north; taking the left signposted to Burley.
At the junction, turn right towards
Brockenhurst [4], and cycle into town.
Follow the road signs for Beaulieu, taking
the B3055 all the way back to the start.

THE RIDE
OVERALL

8.7

10
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THE MYTHICAL METAL
MAY SEEM OUT OF MOST
PEOPLE’S RANGE BUT ITS
BENEFITS ARE WORTH
THE INVESTMENT

attacks on each other. Jon is riding a bike
from Enigma, a mid-sized operation from
Sussex. At £3,099 for the complete bike with
an Ultegra groupset, it’s the cheapest bike
here, but at 7.82kg it’s bang on the money in
terms of weight, and the finish is perfect – the
subtle gold mirror logos particularly draw the
attention. Enigma sells bikes in both titanium
and steel and has 11 complete models in the
range, covering road racing, sportive riding,
touring and mountain biking. The Evade
sits in the ‘fast endurance’ category and is
available in five sizes, from 53 to 59cm, or with
custom geometry for an extra charge.
Having stopped to take photos of the bikes
on the beach, by the time we roll back through
Beaulieu it’s lunchtime, so we stop for a bite
to eat. By pure coincidence, our decision to
stop coincides with Beaulieu’s version of rush
hour – not cars but cows, a dozen of which
are casually strolling down the high street,
bringing traffic and onlookers to a halt. ‘Does
this happen often?’ I ask the owner of the deli,
who’s stood in her shop doorway watching the
chaos. ‘A couple of times a week,’ she laughs.

ENIGMA EVADE Ti

2

Traditional, light and sporty – a stunning bike for the money

Attention grabbing

WHY Ti?
You’ll often hear people speak about
titanium as being mysterious and
expensive. The truth is, the mystery
comes from the expense – the material
itself costs a lot, so most manufacturers
don’t work with it, meaning fewer riders
get to experience it. The facts about
Ti are easier to come by.
Titanium is nearly twice as dense as
aluminium and has a Young’s modulus
(a measure of stiffness) of around 15m,
half that of steel. As steel is twice as dense
at Ti, that means their stiffness-to-weight
ratio is about the same.
The properties where titanium really
shines are in elongation – often more than
double that of steels used in bicycles – and
tensile strength, the stress a material can
withstand before it fails. Lastly, titanium
has a huge fatigue strength, meaning the
forces found on a bicycle will likely never
amass to the point where the frame wears
out. A Ti bike is for life, if you can afford it.
And that’s the problem. Not only is
titanium costly to get out of the ground
and then form into useable tubes, but once
you start building, no corners can be cut.
Frame builders have to be meticulous.
While the tubes may be amazingly strong,
that’s only useful if the welds are good.
Get it right though, and you end up with
a frame that’s as light as any lightweight
aluminium bike, but with the tube profiles
common of steel – the result is a bike that’s
light, comfortable and will last forever.
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We sit outside the café for lunch and the bikes
all get a lot of attention, but the Pretorius
gets the lion’s share. With its pink Chris King
headset, Enve fork and low-slung aggressive
position, it certainly looks the part. Londonbased Pretorius gets its stock bikes built in
Taiwan using proprietary tubing with some
nice modern touches, such as a pressfit
BB30 (which Pretorius prefers to run with
adaptors, rather than the standard version)
and an oversized 44mm head tube. These
are standards that allow you to run any
currently available components. Want to run
a 1.25in-to-1.125in tapered fork? The head
tube can do that. A 1.5in-to-1.25in tapered
fork? No problem. How about an oversized
BB30 crankset? That’s no problem either. This
is a versatile frame, make no mistake – it’s
also ready for Di2, with all the right ports and
removable cable stops on the down tube.
‘The PF-BB30 means we don’t have to
ovalise the down tube, which is what we did

Best points
Comfortable, but not the ‘soft’ ride
you get from many Ti bikes. It’s
nice to not have the ‘Have I got
a slow puncture?’ feeling. The
11-speed levers are very good and
offer a couple of hand positions –
ideal for all-day rides – while the
finish is excellent for the price.
Worst points
The own-brand bar and stem are
far from the stiffest we’ve used.
Overall
The Evade is a bike for all-day riding.
The comfort was very impressive,
and the contact points made sure
of that – soft, yet grippy handlebar
tape helped minimise any road buzz
that was encountered on the roads
of the New Forest. The frame is
very well made and the logos look
great, especially when the sun hits
them. The top tube felt a little short,
combined with a tall head tube,
but this is easily fixed with a longer
stem. We found the bars and stem
to be a little too flexy. Mavic wheels
are reliable as ever, and do the job
perfectly. Combined with the gear
ratios on offer on our demo bike,
and it’s tempting to think you’d be
able to ride up almost anything.
Finally, a traditional style bottom
bracket is good too see – it doesn’t
creak and if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it!

Price £3,099
Size tested 56
Rider height 6ft (183cm)
Frame 3Al/2.5V Double butted
titanium, 44mm head tube,
English BB
Fork Enigma tapered
Wheels Mavic Ksyrium Elite S
Tyres Continental
GP3000S, 23c
Groupset Shimano Ultegra
Handlebars Enigma
Stem Enigma
Seatpost Enigma carbon
Saddle Enigma
Weight 7.82kg
Contact enigmabikes.com

Rating
FRAME

COMPONENTS
THE WHEELS
THE RIDE
OVERALL

8.5

10
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MOOTS VAMOOTS CR

3

Incredibly comfortable to ride and a great investment

LONG STRAIGHT ROADS,
ALOOF PONIES AND
WIDE VISTAS EXTEND
OVER BLEACHED,
SANDY PLAINS

Best points
The Vamoots CR produces a ride
that far surpasses the sum of
its parts, out-performing many
high-end carbon bikes in terms
of ride quality and comfort. The
titanium layback seat post and
stem combined with excellent 28c
Schwalbe One tyres made for a
crisp and sublimely smooth ride.

Price £2,995 frameset only

Worst points
The 1.125in steerer limits options
for high-end fork upgrades and is
less future-proof than a tapered
offering, but that’s nitpicking.

Tyres Schwalbe One, 28c

Overall
The titanium frame, seatpost and
stem with 28c tyres and Moots
own bar tape all complement each
other and combine to produce
an exceptionally smooth ride.
The Vamoots CR is stiff enough
for racing and we really liked the
aggressive geometry with relatively
short 405mm chainstays. The full
Ultegra 11-speed groupset is hard
to fault and makes a sound choice,
while the Ultegra wheelset is
suitably workmanlike for all-year
use. Spending £2,995 on a frameset
might seem a lot, but given the
quality of the ride and the fact that
a good titanium frame should last
you a lifetime, the Vamoots CR
would be a sound investment.

Seatpost Moots Ti
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Size tested 54
Rider height 5ft 10in (178cm)
Frame US-grade 3/2.5
CWSR seamless Ti tubing

OFF THE
SHELF vs DIY

Fork Moots carbon,
non-tapered
Wheels Shimano Ultegra

Groupset Shimano Ultegra
Handlebars Fizik Cyrano
Stem Moots Ti

Saddle Fizik Aliante

on the first prototypes,’ explains Pretorius.
‘It changed the look of the bike completely.
We’re able to specify our own tubing and
tube profiles, and these are double butted –
straight gauge tubes are too stiff, especially
with the oversized BB and head tube. It would
lose those magical characteristics of the
metal, that liveliness, that bounce.’
Beautiful riding

Weight 7.84kg
Contact moots.com

Rating
FRAME

COMPONENTS
THE WHEELS
THE RIDE
OVERALL

8.6

10

Heading north towards Lyndhurst after
lunch, we pass through the kinds of
landscapes you more typically associate
with the New Forest than the seaside we’d
experienced in the morning. Long straight
roads, aloof ponies and wide vistas extending
over bleached, sandy plains; under clear blue
skies you can understand why this area has
recently become such a hotbed of cycling.
It’s been a hotbed of controversy too, with
anti-cycling groups spreading tacks on the
road the night before a sportive to cause
punctures. Fortunately, nobody was hurt, and
there was no sign of conflict during our ride.
Through Lyndhurst and continuing north,
we cross the A31 and soon arrive in the

FANCY BUILDING YOUR OWN BIKE?
HERE’S WHY IT’S A GREAT IDEA…
You’ll have noticed that only the Enigma is
available as a complete bike. The other
two, well, you’re required to have some
say in how they come equipped.
Once you start thinking about spending
£2k or more on a bike, it’s always worth
considering the DIY route – first choosing
a frame, and then deciding on the parts
you want. If you know what you’re after
and what you’re trying to achieve, it can
end up cheaper than buying a complete
bike and swapping parts to your taste.
The other advantage is that you get to
collaborate on the build with your local
bike shop. They help you out with the fit
and recommendations of what tyres work
best on local roads, and you end up with a
bike that’s put together to a very high
standard, ready for you to hop on and ride.
Sure, there are thousands of brilliant
bikes to buy off the peg, but if you want
something special, don’t discount the DIY
route – you could end up with a one-off
bike that will last you a lifetime.
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Linwood area. The road is rougher here and
despite this – or maybe because of it – Trevor,
aboard the mighty Moots, appeared to be
really enjoying himself. With its 28mm tyres
(Schwalbe Ones – our favourites), standard
1.125in headset and titanium seatpost and
stem, at one point we distinctly heard him say,
‘This is the best bike I’ve ever ridden.’
At £3,000 for the frame and fork, and with
the seatpost and stem adding a significant
additional expense, owning a Moots is
not a cheap proposition, but it never has
been. Hand-built in the American Rockies
(Steamboat Springs, Colorado, to be precise),
and with a heritage dating back to 1981, this
is first-world craftsmanship at its finest. Of
course it’s expensive – it should be.
Wishful thinking

A full Ultegra groupset works great, but we
can’t help thinking a bike of this calibre
deserves the best – Di2 or Campag Record
would be our choice if there was a lottery win
in need of spending. The only downside to the
Moots was its tyre clearance: 28mm tyres are
the future, but here, we found the rear tyre
grazed the seat-tube clamp of the Shimano
front mech, especially on gravelly roads.
Using a lower-profile carbon band would
completely solve the problem.

EARLY EVENING LIGHT
PAINTS THE LANDSCAPE
IN FLATTERING SHADES.
WE’VE HIT GOLD HERE
IN THE NEW FOREST
We finish the ride with a long roll back
through quiet villages and a traverse back
across to Beaulieu. The roads are quiet and
fast and we silently slip into a more tidy
paceline formation, Jon on the Enigma doing
the lion’s share of the work.
Gentle waves of early evening light paint
the landscape in the most flattering shades,
and it’s hard to believe that just four weeks ago
we were stoically shivering our way around
Norfolk. We’d hit gold here in the New Forest
with endless beautiful roads, exceptional
bikes and magnificent scenery.
We set off on our ride with a simple question
– does titanium still deserve a place at the
top table of bike building? If these bikes are
anything to go on, the answer has to be yes.
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HOW THEY STACK UP...
PRETORIUS OUTENIQUA
£4,632 (£2.2k frameset)

1

ENIGMA EVADE Ti
£3,099

2

MOOTS VAMOOTS CR
£2,995 frameset only

3

FRAME
COMPONENTS
WHEELS
THE RIDE
OVERALL

OVERALL

OVERALL

10

10

10

8.7

8.5

8.6
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